Determinants of transpyloric fluid transport: a study using combined real-time ultrasound, manometry, and impedance recording
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Savoye-Collet, Céline, Guillaume Savoye, and André Smout. Determinants of transpyloric fluid transport: a study using combined real-time ultrasound, manometry, and impedance recording. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 285: G1147–G1152, 2003. First published July 17, 2003; 10.1152/ajpgi.00208.2003.—Intraluminal impedance recording has made it possible to record fluid transport across the pylorus during the interdigestive state without filling the stomach. During antral phase II, fluid transport occurs with and without manometrically detectable antral contraction. Our aim was to investigate the relationships between ultrasonographic patterns of antral contraction, manometric pressure waves, and transpyloric fluid transport during antral phase II. Antral wall movements were recorded by real-time ultrasound, and transpyloric fluid transport during antral sonographic patterns of antral contraction, manometric pressure waves (amplitude and duration) were identified during the whole study and especially during each period of US antral contraction. A total of 110 antral contractions were detected by US. Of these, 79 were also recorded by manometry. Fluid transport across the pylorus was observed in 70.9% of the US-detected antral contractions. Pyloric opening was observed in 98.6% of the contractions associated with fluid transport compared with 56.8% in its absence ($P < 0.05$). Antral phase II, US is the most sensitive technique to detect antral contractions. Transpyloric fluid transport observed in relation to antral contractions occurs mainly in association with contractions of high amplitude and long duration and is associated with pyloric opening and/or duodenal propagation.
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MEASUREMENT OF INTRALUMINAL impedance changes is now available to study transport of fluids in the gut (25, 26, 32, 33). This technique involves application of a low-voltage potential difference to closely spaced electrodes on a catheter in the gut lumen and measurement of the resulting current (32, 33). Passage of air or gas results in a temporary increase in intraluminal impedance, passage of hyperconductive fluid in a decrease in impedance (32, 33). In the last few years, the results of impedance studies have drastically changed views in the field of gastroesophageal reflux disease (5, 6, 24, 30, 31, 34, 35, 38).

Intraluminal impedance measurements provide the possibility to study interdigestive transpyloric fluid transport without the limitations imposed by stomach filling. A recent study in healthy subjects using impedance monitoring and concomitant manometry has shown that fluid transport is observed in all phases of the antral migrating motor complex and that transport events in phase II can occur without associated antral pressure event (29). The mechanisms involved in transport events without manometrically detected antral pressure event are not certain. Similar to the transport events observed in phase I or after a low-caloric liquid meal, they may be driven by a tonic pressure pump (10), but the possibility of associated antral contractions that remained undetected by the manometric device cannot be excluded. It has previously been demonstrated that even with a manometric technique with high spatial resolution, only 86% of ultrasonographically detected antral contractions are associated with a manometric event (17). Real-time ultrasonography may not only be a sensitive technique to detect antral
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contractions but may also provide information about the coordination among the antrum, the pylorus, and the duodenum during antral phase II by direct visualization of the gastric wall motion (14).

Our aim was to investigate the relationships among ultrasonographic patterns of antral contraction and pyloric opening, manometric pressure waves, and fluid transport across the pylorus assessed by impedance monitoring during antral phase II in healthy subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Eight healthy volunteers (4 female, 4 male; mean age: 24.1 ± 7 yr; mean body mass index: 21.8 ± 4.1 kg/m²) were studied after written informed consent. Subjects did not suffer from any gastrointestinal complaints, did not undergo major surgery in the past, and did not suffer from any chronic disease or used medication known to affect gastrointestinal motility. The study protocol was approved by the Human Research Committee of the Utrecht University Medical Center.

Methods

Combined impedance and pressure recording. The technology used in these studies involved combined monitoring of intraluminal impedance, intraluminal pressure, and transmucosal gastroduodenal potential difference. A perfused catheter was used that incorporates six side holes at 2-cm intervals (2 in the antrum, 1 in the pyloric area, and 3 in the duodenum) and six circular electrodes (2 in antrum, 4 in duodenum) positioned between the side holes, yielding five impedance signals (Fig. 1). During the study, the position of the catheter was monitored by measurement of the transmucosal potential difference (TMPD) between the distal antral side hole A2 and the most proximal duodenal side hole D1. The two TMPD channels were perfused with degassed saline from separate reservoirs at a rate of 0.2 ml/min. A disposable Ag/AgCl electrode, attached to the forearm, was used as the reference electrode. Pressures from the six perfused side holes and the five impedance signals were recorded using a dedicated stationary system (2-Lab TM MII system, Sandhill, Denver, CO). For measurement of the impedance signals, a 2-kHz current was used that was passively limited to <8 pA. All signals were sampled at a rate of 10 Hz and stored on the hard disk of a computer for subsequent analysis.

Real-time ultrasound technique. Real-time ultrasound (US) images were acquired using Scanner 350 equipment with a 2- to 4-MHz curved array transducer (Pie Medical, Maastricht, the Netherlands). The transducer was placed in the epigastrium allowing visualization of the antrum in the longitudinal section. It was positioned at the level of the transpyloric plane so that the antrum, the pylorus, the duodenal bulb, and, if possible, the proximal duodenum until the genus superius were visualized simultaneously. Normal respiratory movements constantly required fine adjustments of the position of the probe. The impedance metallic rings were used as echoic marks for exact positioning of the US probe. Scanning was carried out for a period of 5–20 min and recorded on videotape. To limit variability, all acquisitions were performed by the same physician who has ample experience with US studies of the gastrointestinal tract (C. Savoye-Collet).

Study protocol. After an overnight fasting period, the subjects were intubated transnasally with the combined manometric and impedance assembly, which was advanced slowly until it had reached its position in the antropyloroduodenal region. The position of the catheter was monitored continuously using TMPD measurement. An accommodation period of 30 min followed. Thereafter, the subjects were placed in a sitting position, slightly backwards, for the remainder of the study. During antral phase II, real-time US images were synchronously recorded during 5–20 min in one or two successive periods. The duration of the recording was decided according to the technical circumstances that were highly variable between individuals.

Data Evaluation

Ultrasonographic images. In the fasting state, the lumen of the antrum was nearly virtual and the antral wall was in close contact with the catheter. A contraction was defined as a transient loss of parallelism of the two gastric walls associated with an indentation of the gastric wall greater than one antral mucosal thickness. These signs were taken to be indicative of a contraction only when they were not due to respiration, to pulsation transmitted from the aorta or the heart, or to movements of adjacent intestine and when they propagated to some extent in space and time. It was not possible to distinguish lumen-occlusive from non-lumen-occlusive events, because in fasting condition, the gastric wall was usually too close to the catheter.

An aborally propagated contraction was defined as a gastric contraction seen to progress aborally along the entire length of the imaged antrum. The time of onset of the contraction was defined as the time at which the leading edge of the contraction reached the acoustic reflection of the proximal metal ring in the antrum. The contraction was considered to be present as long as it remained visible at the level of the distal metallic ring in the antrum. Opening of the pylorus was identified as a visibly patent lumen between the distal antrum and the duodenal bulb (Fig. 2). Contractions of the bulb and proximal duodenum were defined as an increased thickness of the duodenal wall with progressive...
ringlike narrowing. Each time when an antral contraction was clearly seen on the US screen, a marker was put in real time during the acquisition of the images on the manometric recording by the investigator who was unaware of the current manometric events. The video recordings were analyzed off-line by two of the investigators to confirm the identified contractions and to analyze the exact duration of each contraction, its propagation, and association with other events, such as pyloric opening or proximal duodenal contraction.

**Manometric signals.** Manometric recordings were analyzed only when TMPD recordings confirmed that the manometric assembly was correctly positioned across the pylorus. Correct position was defined as antral TMPD less than \(-20\) mV and duodenal TMPD greater than \(-15\) mV, with a difference between the two of at least \(15\) mV (7). Moreover, the transpyloric position of the probe was confirmed by US images during phase II showing the two proximal metallic rings positioned in the antrum.

Antral phase II was defined as pressure waves \(>1\), \(4\) kPa occurring at a rate \(>2\) per 10 min and less than the maximum frequency of the antrum (3 per min). The space-time organization of pressure event sequences was evaluated by following four of the five steps previously described by Sun et al. (36): 1) any resolvable pressure event that was \(<20\) s in duration was scored, provided it was not attributable to respiration, straining, or change in posture; 2) time of onset of pressure events was measured in each individual recording channel; 3) pressure events in individual channels were then examined for temporal association with events recorded in other channels. Two events were considered to be related if the event in the more distal channel occurred between 5 s before to 10 s after the event in the more proximal channel; 4) and the space-time pattern of a pressure event sequence was then classified. If the difference in onset time between pressure events recorded in adjacent channels was \(\leq1\) s, the spatial relationship was defined as synchronous; if this difference was \(>1\) s, the relationship was defined as antegrade or retrograde according to the relative position of the recording points. If no other pressure event was present within the time window above, an event was defined as isolated.

**Impedance signals.** As previously described for the interdigestive state (29), the identification and characterization of bolus patterns using impedance changes included 1) the nature of the bolus (air associated with a rapid increase in impedance, liquids associated with a progressing drop in impedance to \(<40\%\) of the baseline value, the average impedance baseline was determined in the 5-s period immediately preceding the drop in impedance) and 2) the direction of transport (antegrade or retrograde).

**Temporal association among ultrasonographic, manometric, and impedance events.** A purpose-designed time-coding system was used to synchronize the manometric and impedance signals with the videotaped US images. With the use of the time-coding information, each US-detected contraction was drawn as an area (Fig. 3) on the combined pressure and impedance recordings. An US contraction was categorized as proceeding digestive state (29), the identification of resolvable pressure events that was \(<20\) s in duration was scored, provided it was not attributable to respiration, straining, or change in posture; 2) time of onset of pressure events was measured in each individual recording channel; 3) pressure events in individual channels were then examined for temporal association with events recorded in other channels. Two events were considered to be related if the event in the more distal channel occurred between 5 s before to 10 s after the event in the more proximal channel; 4) and the space-time pattern of a pressure event sequence was then classified. If the difference in onset time between pressure events recorded in adjacent channels was \(\leq1\) s, the spatial relationship was defined as synchronous; if this difference was \(>1\) s, the relationship was defined as antegrade or retrograde according to the relative position of the recording points. If no other pressure event was present within the time window above, an event was defined as isolated.

**Temporal association among ultrasonographic, manometric, and impedance events.** A purpose-designed time-coding system was used to synchronize the manometric and impedance signals with the videotaped US images. With the use of the time-coding information, each US-detected contraction was drawn as an area (Fig. 3) on the combined pressure and impedance recordings. An US contraction was categorized as proceeding digestive state (29), the identification of resolvable pressure events that was \(<20\) s in duration was scored, provided it was not attributable to respiration, straining, or change in posture; 2) time of onset of pressure events was measured in each individual recording channel; 3) pressure events in individual channels were then examined for temporal association with events recorded in other channels. Two events were considered to be related if the event in the more distal channel occurred between 5 s before to 10 s after the event in the more proximal channel; 4) and the space-time pattern of a pressure event sequence was then classified. If the difference in onset time between pressure events recorded in adjacent channels was \(\leq1\) s, the spatial relationship was defined as synchronous; if this difference was \(>1\) s, the relationship was defined as antegrade or retrograde according to the relative position of the recording points. If no other pressure event was present within the time window above, an event was defined as isolated.

**Statistical Analysis**

Nonparametric statistics were calculated using the Mann-Whitney \(U\) test for unpaired data and the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test for paired data. Categorical data were analyzed using a \(\chi^2\) test. All tests were two tailed. \(P < 0.05\) was used as the criterion of statistical significance.

![Fig. 2. Global view of ultrasound (US) screen showing an antral contraction in fasting condition with a concomitant opening of the pylorus. IVC, inferior vena cava.](image)

![Fig. 3. Examples of antral contractions with (left) or without (right) fluid transport. The area occupied by the US-detected antral contraction is indicated by a frame in the manometric tracing. Z, impedance; P, pressure.](image)
RESULTS

US-Detected Contractions and Their Relationship with Manometry-Detected Contractions

A longitudinal US image of the antropyloric area with clear visualization of the two metallic markers was achieved in all subjects. The catheter was seen lying approximately parallel to the antral wall with which it was in contact most closely. A satisfactory recording was obtained in all subjects on one or two separate occasions during phase II, with a total of 14 recordings and a mean duration of 17.5 min per subject. A median of 15 contractions per subject (range 8–20) was recorded. All of the 110 antral contractions detected by US were propagated along the length of the imaged antrum, 107 of which were noticed during the real-time US examination. During the concomitant pressure recordings, 81 pressure event sequences or isolated pressure events were detected. Seventy-nine of these were associated with US-detected antral contraction, leading to a sensitivity of 75% for the manometric detection of antral contractions. The US-observed contractions had a duration of 12.4 s.

A concomitant pyloric opening was observed during 93 antral contractions (84.5%). An associated contraction of the duodenal bulb and proximal duodenum was observed following 85 antral contractions (77.3%) or preceding 15 others (13.6%), whereas 10 antral contractions were not associated with duodenal motor activity.

Relationship Between Antral Contractions and Fluid Transport Events Assessed by Impedance Recording

Fluid transport across the pylorus was observed with 78 of the 110 US-detected contractions (Fig. 4). Seventy-five fluid transport events were antegrade, 72 of which were liquid and three of which were mixed liquid/gas. Sixty-seven percent of contractions without fluid transport were detected both by US and manometry, whereas 74% of contractions with fluid transport were detected by both techniques (NS). Pyloric opening was observed in 98.6% of the contractions associated with fluid transport compared with 50% in the absence of fluid transport ($P < 0.05$). Antral contractions associated with fluid transport were significantly ($P < 0.05$) more often propagated to the bulb and the proximal duodenum (92%) than those without fluid transport (53%). Pressure waves associated with fluid transport had a higher amplitude (median 208 mmHg, range 22–493 mmHg) and longer duration (median 7 s, range 2.5–13.5 s) than those not associated with fluid transport (median 102 mmHg, range 18–329 mmHg) and (median 4.1 s, range 2–8.5 s), $P < 0.05$.

The propagation of the antral contractions to the duodenal bulb observed with US ($n = 85$) was always associated with a pyloric opening, whereas only 8 of the 25 contractions without duodenal propagation were associated with a pyloric opening ($P < 0.05$). The presence of duodenal contractile activity before the onset of an antral contraction in US was always accompanied with pyloric opening and with fluid transport in 93.3% compared with 56.8% in its absence ($P < 0.05$). With all three retrograde transpyloric fluid transport events observed, there was duodenal contractile activity before the onset of the antral contraction (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

The most important observations made in the present study pertain to the mechanisms through which antral contractions in phase II of the interdigestive state move fluids toward the pylorus. These results were obtained by assessment of gastric wall motion with real-time US and by assessment of pressure changes and fluid transport with concurrent manometry and intraluminal impedance monitoring. Our study was limited in its goal mainly because of limitations in the assessment of gastric wall motion in the fasting state. Imaging of the stomach with real-time gastric US has been well described in the postprandial state, after intake of a liquid meal, and the technique can be used to measure gastric emptying of liquid (1, 2, 13, 16, 21, 22). Despite the fact that in the fasting state, the gastric walls are closely apposed, Hausken et al. (11) and Hveem et al. (15, 17) reported that, with

---

**Fig. 4.** Example of a retrograde (left) and antegrade (right) transpyloric fluid transport with concomitant antral and duodenal manometric activity.
real-time US, it is feasible to measure fasting liquid content in the human stomach to see antral contractions and to recognize the interdigestive phases. In the present study, we confirm the capacity of US to recognize antral contractions with a sensitivity that is higher than that of manometry. The magnitude of the difference in detection between US and manometry was comparable with the difference reported in a comparison of magnetic resonance imaging and manometry (4). The main limitation of the US examination in the interdigestive state is the necessity to continuously follow the slight movements of the subject that affect the position of the US probe. This technical point limited the duration of the examination to 5–10 min, after which the observer had to have a few minutes rest.

Understanding of how the stomach moves its contents into the small bowel in the interdigestive state requires information obtained by combined motility and transpyloric flow assessment. Application of such a combined approach in pig studies by Malbert and Mathis (23) led to a great improvement of our knowledge of the modulation of transpyloric flow. Their description of transpyloric fluid transport led Horowitz and Dent (14) to suggest a "conceptual frame" of the mechanisms involved in transpyloric fluid transport in humans. It is now acknowledged that contractions and active lumen occlusions must be clearly distinguished, that transpyloric flow should be correlated precisely in time with motor events, that the motility of all motor components should be evaluated simultaneously, and that analysis of contraction and lumen occlusion should take into account both temporal and spatial organization.

A recent study (17) on the relationship between ultrasonically detected phasic antral contractions and antral pressure in the postprandial state (500 ml of soup) has shown that 86% of antral contractions have a corresponding pressure event and that lumen occlusion is more likely to occur with high-amplitude antral pressure events. High-resolution manometry (3, 17, 36), a combination of manometry and scintigraphy (19) or, more recently, dynamic magnetic resonance imaging (4) have allowed researchers to describe the spatiotemporal organization and pressure-geometry relationship in the antroduodenal region in humans. Although fluid transport in the human small intestine has been described years ago with fluoroscopy (20) and the major role of duodenum as an immediate brake to gastric outflow had been demonstrated (28), noninvasive techniques have long been lacking. Doppler US, in part, addressed this issue by allowing the precise description of transpyloric liquid transport events (8, 9, 11, 27) and their relationship with antral contractions or antroduodenal pressure gradients (10). However, all of these techniques required the stomach to be filled. Prolonged concomitant monitoring of impedance and pressure changes at the level of the antroduodenal area, which has made it possible to correlate precisely in time transpyloric flow with motor events in the interdigestive state (29). Phase II of the MMC appeared to be responsible for most fluid transport events, and antral contractions provided the driving force of 80% of these transport events. On the other hand, antral contractions led to fluid transport in only 72% of the cases. A lack of sensitivity of manometry can explain, in part, our previous results: the present study shows that some fluid transport events without associated manometric event are in fact related to a contraction detected with US. Likewise the sensitivity of the impedance technique might be less than optimal, but no other method is available to detect transpyloric fluid transport without filling the stomach.

After a meal, gastric emptying can be interrupted by pyloric closure in relation to localized pyloric contractions that occur independently of antral or duodenal contractions (12, 37). In our study, it was not possible to incorporate a sleeve sensor in the combined manometry and impedance device to assess pyloric pressure changes. Instead, we evaluated pyloric opening in the US recordings. A majority of antral contractions was followed by pyloric opening, and, not surprisingly, opening was observed in 98.6% of the fluid transport events observed with impedancometry. Pyloric opening was more often observed when the antral activity was propagated to the duodenum. It was also observed that duodenal motor activity before the onset of antral contraction was always associated with a pyloric opening and nearly always with fluid transport, which could be retrograde. This suggests that in phase II, the peristaltic mechanisms are mainly involved in the transpyloric flow. On the other hand, the contribution of pressure-pump mechanisms controlled by pyloric opening during periods of relative quiescence in antral contractile wave activity appeared to be more important to explain the gastric emptying of a low (11)- or no-caloric meal (18).

Our results suggest that during interdigestive phase II, transpyloric flow is determined by active coordinated processes involving not only antral contraction but also duodenal motility and pyloric opening and closure.
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